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The ALICE experiment at LHC will detect and identify prompt photons and light neutral-
mesons with the PHOS detector and, subject to approval, with the EMCal detector.  Charged 
particles will be detected and identified by the central tracking system.  The possibility to tag 
jets with photons is examined.  Methods to identify prompt photons and prompt photon-jet 
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g + q → γ + q,


















































































































































q + q → g + g,
q + q′ → q + q′,
q + q¯ → q + q¯,
q + g → q + g,
g + g → g + g,
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éHYeWvWuWt5Wv}gVXé }ZR |yparton| < 0.2 YeTç7èºT }ZthVøVbweVXT}_zXVXT}gVXf  RK  éHYeWvW
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∆α ≈ 1.1◦ YeThç
Y zbRUThW&}{YeT}ëéêRUéHVbT}Z|hé fgVbWgRUaº|}ZèºRUT
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c pthT = 4
NuV.oº
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∼ ì · ùh·RUf pthT = 6
NëV.o4º
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c pthT = 4
NuV.oº
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c pthT = 4
NuV.oº
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f(R) = 0.95− 1.5×R \çVXçh|hzbVXç³·fvRUéÃ}ZthV
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θmax = 0.4 e
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YÑ$#?¹N |ηγ | < 0.2
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